Occurrence Prediction of Dislocation Regions in Photoluminescence Image of Multicrystalline Silicon Wafers Using Transfer Learning of Convolutional Neural Network
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SUMMARY In this paper, we evaluate a prediction method of regions including dislocation clusters which are crystallographic defects in a photoluminescence (PL) image of multicrystalline silicon wafers. We applied a novel method of a transfer learning of the convolutional neural network to solve this task. For an input of a sub-region image of a whole PL image, the network outputs the dislocation cluster regions are included in the upper wafer image or not. A network learned using image in lower wafers of the bottom of dislocation clusters as positive examples. We experimented under three conditions as negative examples; image of some depth wafer, randomly selected images, and both images. We examined performances of accuracies and Youden’s J statistics under 2 cases; predictions of occurrences of dislocation clusters at 10 upper wafer or 20 upper wafer. Results present that values of accuracies and values of Youden’s J are not so high, but they are higher results than ones of bag of features (visual words) method. For our purpose to find occurrences dislocation clusters in upper wafers from the input wafer, we obtained results that randomly select condition as negative examples is appropriate for 10 upper wafers prediction, since its results are better than other negative examples conditions, consistently.
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1. Introduction

Technologies for manufacturing high-quality silicon wafers for solar cells are being intensively developed, and a novel crystal growth technique has been pursued to permit realization of a high-quality multicrystalline silicon ingot while keeping its advantage of simple directional solidification in a crucible to result in high production yield and low cost. In fact, nucleation control at the bottom of the crucible was recognized as a useful method to control the size of crystal grains in the order of a few mm, leading to reduction of the dislocation density. However, dislocation clusters in multicrystalline silicon wafers still remain as one of the main crystal defects to reduce the conversion efficiency of solar cells. For further improvement of the crystal quality of the multicrystalline silicon ingot, we need to somehow suppress the generation of dislocation clusters during crystal growth based on the knowledge of their generating mechanism.

We can observe many grains or ‘small regions with different textures’ (see Fig. 5) in a multicrystalline silicon wafer. Occurrences of dislocations are affected by crystallographic orientations between neighboring grains, and affect an electrical performance as solar cells. Dislocation clusters in a silicon wafer are invisible with the naked eye, however, we can observe them in a photoluminescence(PL) image which is a particular image.

A PL image records emission lights captured by an infrared camera under an illuminant of a laser light. Dislocation clusters are recorded as dark regions in the image. From this, we can guess dislocations lead a low efficiency as solar cells. We are seeking to clarify to a generating mechanism of dislocation clusters to decrease occurrences of them. At first, we implemented a software that extracts regions of dislocation clusters in a PL image for each sliced wafer in a multicrystalline silicon ingot, and traces regions from bottom to top. We presented the method on visualizing the 3D structures of an evolution of dislocation clusters in a silicon ingot [1] as Fig. 1. The right figure shows the result using wafers from #611 to #686. In a manufacturing process, a multicrystalline silicon ingot is formed by a solidification at the bottom to top in cooling process. In this process, dislocation clusters generate and growth up and shrink.

With this method, we extracted regions of the bottom of dislocation clusters in an silicon ingot to identify a generation point of a dislocation cluster. However, a certain degree of dislocation clusters are required to be recorded as a dark pixel in a PL image. Therefore, a true generation point of a dislocation cluster may exist in lower wafers. We attempted to detect them by more accurate method [2]. We applied detection algorithm to a micro-PL image instead of a (macro-)PL image, and traced dislocation regions. A micro-PL image is a high-resolution image for a smaller area.

However, if we can realize a prediction of candidate areas which includes a true generation point in lower wafer (macro-)PL images, it is useful. We implemented an algorithm based on the image processing to extract dislocation regions in [1]. Next, we introduced a machine learning method to specify them. We tried a matrix decomposition...
method which calculates from a matrix presents pixel intensities of sub-images in a PL image to matrixes express feature images and its coefficients. We applied an algorithm of a dictionary learning framework in a broad sense. Feature images are obtained by independent component analysis and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [3] for PL sub-images. NMF is used as a modeling method for a physical phenomenon. For example, it is used as a sound separation algorithm for a power-spectrogram [4], [5], it decomposes a matrix of the spectrogram into an activation matrix and a spectrum matrix. Since an activation matrix is corresponding to a ratio of mixed signals, non-negative is adequate. A spectrum matrix expressed power-spectrum is non-negative, originally. Similarly, parts of an object are separated from an image by an approach of NMF [6], [7]. The values of both mixed ratio and pixel intensities of an image takes non-negative values. As dislocation regions are small part in a wafer, we considered a most of feature images reflect on lots of regions which do not include dislocations. Therefore, regions which include dislocation clusters are extracted according to a criterion that a difference between a reconstruction image calculated by feature images and its coefficients and the original image is large.

Recently, deep neural networks are applied to current practical tasks on a defect detection of solar cells [8], [9]. Defects in these researches are not meant for the same of crystal defects in a silicon wafer as materials in our task, but be a physical damages such as e.g., micro-cracks in the stage of a product testing. The crystal defects of dislocation clusters are not results that occurred by temporal changes in the future as we see in Fig. 1. Before we tried to apply a transfer learning of a convolutional neural network (CNN) to detect the crystal defects, we introduced the multilayer perception (MLP) for the task [10] as a method by a supervised learning. We tried to change the numbers of hidden layers to embed processes of image features extraction and classification. We expected to improve the performance of classification of images, because the network could utilize information of supervised data. However, it performed similar or worse results of NMF as a kind of unsupervised methods. Values of Youden's J described in Sect. 3.2 were obtained about 0.3 for MLP and about 0.3 to 0.7 for NMF. Therefore, we focused on a transfer learning of a convolutional neural network (CNN). As a task of [11], a network classifies an image to a category which includes dislocation regions or a category which does not include dislocation regions from example images of both classes. The network has feed-forward structures, and it learns by supervised-learning method. As a transfer learning, weights of the network is assigned by weights of a pre-trained convolutional neural network (AlexNet [12]). The last layer of its network was replaced by output cells and learned their weights for the task of a dislocation region detection. We experimented and confirmed the performance of this network. We considered a transfer learning framework was appropriate for special uses images or a defect detection task [13], since the number of positive examples are small, relatively. Dislocation clusters regions are only a little in a whole silicon wafer image. Values of Youden’s J were obtained similar to values for NMF.

Figure 2 shows the outline of proposed method. In this paper†, we tried to apply a framework of transfer learning of CNN to predict a generation of dislocation clusters in the upper PL images. In Sect. 2, we explain structures of a network and the prediction task. In Sect. 3, we explain exper-

†This paper is an extended version of the manuscript of IMQA2020 [16].
2. Method

We used AlexNet [12] as a pre-trained convolutional neural network. As an input to the network, a color image (227×227 pixels, RGB-3 channels) is used. The network outputs one category from 1,000 general image categories.

Figure 3 shows structures of AlexNet. It has 5 convolution layers and 3 fully connected layers. Convolution layer has kernels (or channels, for example, 3 channels in the input layer). A kernel consists of 2 dimensional array elements. It works as a filter in image processing. Weights of the network are calculated at the values which were pre-trained by an image classification task of ILSVRC (ImageNet large scale visual recognition challenge).

The 1st, 2nd, and 5th convolution layers process convolution, activation function (Rectified Linear Unit; ReLU), normalization, and max pooling operations. The 3rd and 4th layers process convolution, activation function (ReLU), and normalization operations. The 1st and 2nd fully connected layers process full connection, activation function (ReLU), and dropout operations. The last fully connected layer has full connections, and performs softmax operations to output the one category from 1,000 categories. To see more concretely, the 1st convolution layer operates convolution by filter of size by 11×11 with strides 4×4. It is consisted of 96 kernels. One kernel is composed with a 2-dimensional array by 55×55 elements. After this, max pooling process is done by a filter of size 3×3 with strides 2×2. Finally, 96 kernels which are composed a 2-dimensional array by 27×27 elements were created. The remain convolution layers are perform a similar processes. The 1st and 2nd fully connected layers have weighted connection, and some connections among them were deleted (dropout), randomly. Here, a rate of a dropout was set to 50%.

As a transfer learning, our network kept weights of these connections. These layers work as a feature extractor of an input image. We changed a connection structure of the last full connected layer to classify from 1,000 categories to 2 categories. Two classes correspond to categories whether an input sub-image of a PL image includes dislocation regions in upper wafers or not. Loss function was defined by a calculation of cross-entropies.

In [11], the network outputs one of categories of whether an input image including dislocation clusters or not, for a sub-image of a silicon wafer PL image, directly. To compare the task of identification of dislocation clusters region [11], a prediction task in this paper is a hard problem. Example images are collected by identifying a location of the bottom of dislocation clusters and extract further lower 10 or 20 images at the same location in lower wafer. The bottom image of dislocation clusters has very small region as dislocation features. Therefore, lower images are not able to discriminate other conventional region images well. As a technical point, the originated network of transfer learning, that is, AlexNet is trained by a large size which is compared to our input image size, and color image, and natural scenes. On the other hands, the input images (16×16 pixels) are small because we do not identify a silicon wafer which include defects or not, but we identify to locate dislocations regions in a wafer image. And, input images are gray-scale format and 'un-natural scene' or texture images which are far from the training data set. Therefore, we consider that showing results to apply the transfer learning to our tasks is useful for the similar task which uses such special images. In addition, since we show the performance under the conditions with using 10 or 20 wafers as positive examples of learning data, it will have a worth to estimate the numbers or how to select examples for prediction tasks.

We used PL images of sliced wafers from one multicrystalline silicon block. Dimensions of a wafer are 156×156 mm, and thickness is 180 μm. A sliced pitch is 290 μm, we can convert from the number of a wafer to a physical height in a silicon block with this value of the sliced pitch. We assigned an index for each wafer from bottom wafer to top wafer in silicon block. A PL image is a gray-scaled image. We set exposure duration to 2 sec under the condition of laser output 80 W (λ=940 nm). In the Fig. 4, we showed a wafer number to use in this paper. The bottom and top wafer is #1 and #868 in a silicon ingot, respectively. The upper part (#611 to #868) in a silicon block which includes lots of dislocation clusters than the lower part is a range of the subject of this paper. Positive examples are extracted from #631 to #680 wafers. Negative examples are extracted from randomly selected from upper part (#611 to #857) or #611 wafer. Input images of a network are segmented images from #751 wafer, regularly. A ground truth is made by identifying regions of the occurrences of dislocation clusters in #761 wafer as the same location of an input image of #751 for a condition using the positive examples of 10 wafers. Similarly, the ground truth of #771 are defined for a condition using the positive examples of 20 wafers.
Dislocation clusters whose height has more than 10 wafers are extracted by an image processing procedure are traced and identify the bottom of its clusters. As a possible generation point of dislocation clusters, we stored 10 or 20 images at the same location in lower wafers. To say inversely, the image is a example that it occurs dislocation clusters at the same location within upper 10 or 20 wafers. These are positive examples.

On the other hand, negative examples that are collected by three conditions; 961 images from #611 (the bottom of our treated PL images in this report), 900 images from random selection, and total images of both conditions. Test images are sampled as sub-image of #751 wafer. Figure 5 shows a PL image of #751 wafer, and red colored regions present dislocation clusters candidates extracted by image processing [16].

Python programs and OpenCV libraries were used to implement these operations on Windows PC.

3. Experiment

3.1 Input Images and Ground Truth

We segmented an enhanced PL image (500×500 pixels) into sub-regions whose size is 16×16 pixels. A PL image is divided into 31×31 regions as sub-images. 4 pixels regions of right-end and bottom-end were not used. It corresponds to cropping a PL image of a size of 496×496 pixels. AlexNet accepts a color image as an input image. In program, a sub-image of a PL image was converted to a color format image. A ground truth image was defined by a unit of a sub-region (16×16 pixels) by a handwork for image processing results for #751, #761, and #771 wafers. We defined the ground truth as manually, since the identification of regions of the occurrences of dislocation clusters in #761 or #771 which are 10 or 20 upper wafers of a test wafer (#751) is easy to judge whether a segmented area which corresponds to the input image include red-colored pixels by a method [1] in the image like Fig. 5 or not. The number of regions which include dislocations are 152, 165, and 160 for #751, #761, and #771 wafers, respectively. They are not corresponding to the number of dislocation clusters, because that is a common case that one cluster is included in some sub-images.

Image augmented processes of image-shift and flip are performed by inside processes in a program. MATLAB R2018b/R2019b program was used to implement transfer learning on a windows PC (Windows 10 Pro, Intel Core i9-7900X, 32 Gbyte, GPU: NVIDIA Quadro P5000).

3.2 Results

We show results of prediction performances in 10 and 20
upper wafers and compared them to results of other method, that is, bag of features (visual words), and examined effects by differences of negative examples. We set mini-batch size at 16. We trained a network in 10, 30, 50, 100 and 200 epochs for training data. Epoch represents the number of displaying turns of all data. 5 trials are performed for each condition. Figure 7 shows an example of prediction results of dislocation regions overlapped on the image of #761 wafer. It shows results of the condition of 10 wafers, 10 epochs, and randomly selected images as negative examples. Green squares correspond to true positive (TP) regions of 78. Blue ones do to false negative (FN) regions of 87. Yellow ones do to false positive (FP) regions of 180. No marked regions do to true negative (TN) regions of 616. In this example, statistics of accuracy and Youden’s J are 0.722 and 0.247, respectively.

We calculated accuracies of predictions.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{TP} + \text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{TN} + \text{FP} + \text{FN}}
\]

We also calculated Youden’s J statistic [14]. Youden’s J is a performance index which is calculated from a sensitivity (TP)/(TP+FN) and a specificity (TN)/(TN+FP). These measures are corresponding to each axis of the ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curve taking as the value of (1 - specificity).

\[
J = \text{Sensitivity} - (1 - \text{Specificity}) = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}} + \frac{\text{TN}}{\text{TN} + \text{FP}} - 1
\]

3.2.1 20 Wafers Results

Tables 1 and 2 show results in negative examples conditions (611, random, and 611+random) for a prediction for upper 20 wafers when #751 wafer was used as an input. Table 1 shows result of the conditions that correct outputs are defined to correspond to regions including dislocation clusters in #771 wafer which is an upper wafer of an input wafer. On the other hand, Table 2 shows results that correct outputs are defined to regions including dislocation clusters in #771 wafer, however, they do not include dislocation clusters in #751. Because, we thought that the case of dislocation clusters have already occurred was not an interest input, since we expect to predict occurrence of dislocation clusters. In real, it seems probable that dislocation clusters shrink in the upper wafers as Fig. 1. We supposed that dislocation clusters grow up to 10 wafers.

We couldn’t obtain an obvious tendency in Youden’s
J for changing negative example conditions. For example, the best values for the same epochs in Table 1 are obtained in various conditions, that is, 611 random condition for 10 epochs, random conditions for 30 epochs, and 611 conditions for 50 epochs. The positive examples are same for these settings. It implies that differences among negative example conditions did not work effectively for predictions, that is, it may mean a way of 20 wafers sampling is too much for correcting examples.

### 3.2.2 10 Wafers Results

Tables 5 and 6 show results of a prediction for 10 upper wafers when #751 wafer was used as an input. Table 5 corresponds to occurrence predictions of dislocation clusters in #761 wafer for #751 wafer as an input. Table 6 shows results for dislocation clusters in #761, but it’s not dislocation clusters in #751. We compared them to results of bag of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Result of occurrence prediction of 20 upper wafers for #751 wafer input (Dislocation in #771 wafer).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Result of occurrence prediction of 20 upper wafers for #751 wafer input (Dislocation in #771 wafer, not dislocation in #751).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Result of occurrence prediction of 20 upper wafers for #751 wafer input (Dislocation in #771 wafer) (Bag of features).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOF</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Result of occurrence prediction of 20 upper wafers for #751 wafer input (Dislocation in #771 wafer, not dislocation in #751) (Bag of features).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOF</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>611 random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
features (visual words) are shown in Tables 7 and 8.

The best values of accuracies are obtained by the 611+random condition. The values are higher than 20 upper wafers predictions. Results of bag of features are also improved about 0.02 (Table 7) and 0.05 (Table 8). However, amounts of improvement in results of transfer leaning are larger than them, that is, about 0.04 (Table 5) and 0.07 (Table 6). The sensitivities are low under the conditions that accuracies are high as similar to results of 20 wafers case. We focused on values of Youden’s J. Maximum values of Youden’s J were obtained under the condition of randomly selected negative examples. In any epochs conditions, it can be seen a similar tendency, although 20 wafers results are not clear for differences of conditions of negative examples. These values are higher than results of 20 upper wafers prediction. Amounts of improvement scores are about 0.1 points from values in Table 1 and 0.02 from ones in Table 2. Since results of bag of features are about 0, and
it is worse than results of 20 wafers case. results of transfer learning are better than ones of bag of features.

To compare results in Tables 5 and 6, the best result of J in Table 6 that is the condition of dislocation regions images are exclude is lower than the best value in Table 5. In 10 wafers condition, it shows a tendency that values of J under the condition using randomly selected images as negative examples are larger, as epochs are increased. Therefore, we consider that 10 wafers sampling for a randomly selected way as a negative examples fit for this prediction task. To compare between 611 and 611+ random, we can see that random examples takes a role of increasing both the sensitivity and a specificity. To compare between random and 611+ random, we can see that 611 examples takes a role of decreasing the sensitivity and increasing a specificity. Since 611+ conditions leads increasing the total numbers of negative examples, it is a reasonable specificity is increase. However, 611 examples lead to underperformance.

4. Discussion

We applied transfer learning to occurrence predictions of dislocation clusters in 10 or 20 upper wafers. Both indexes of accuracies and Youden’s J did not reach at 1 for test images (sub-images of #751 wafer). Accuracies are 0.7 to 0.8, and Youden’s Js are 0.1 to 0.2, approximately, they are low scores. Predictions in 20 upper wafers are worse results than ones in 10 upper wafers. The results in 20 wafers, obvious tendencies are not obtained for differences of negative examples conditions. We conjecture that 20 upper wafers prediction is more difficult task than predictions in 10 upper wafers under this experiment settings. It may mean that 20 wafer sampling is too much for predictions. It may include some of them are not appreciate examples as positive examples. It is difficult for even 10 upper wafers prediction condition, when we evaluate the performances by the values of Youden’s J. However, we obtained a tendency in the condition of using randomly selected image as negative examples. Based on the this, we obtained the guide of selections of the negative examples. A randomly selection way is better than an extraction way from one specific wafer. Although sampling of one specific wafer leads the underperformance of the network, the system can utilized the image features for each layer have an inherent property even we can’t see image features by an appearance of an sub-image.

As a reason that we examine the results under a condition that a sub-image includes dislocation clusters in a prediction wafer and does not include dislocation clusters at the same location in input wafer (Tables 2 and 6), we desire to predict to occur a new generation point of dislocation clusters. Therefore, we expected to exclude the same dislocation clusters by an above criterion. However, this crite- rion allows to include detections of regions which are caused by a growth up of neighbor dislocation clusters in the input wafer. Dislocation clusters do not always extend upwards. Slant clusters are often observed. Some values of results in Tables 2 and 6 will include predictions of this case.

5. Conclusion

We examined a prediction method of occurrences of dislocation clusters in the upper wafers. We applied a method of a transfer learning of the convolutional neural network to realize a prediction system. As positive examples, images are collected the lower 20 wafers or 10 wafers from the bottom of dislocation clusters. Performances of predictions were examined under three conditions of negative examples, images of some depth wafer (#611), or randomly selected images, or both images. We showed results of accuracies and Youden’s J statistic. Performances were not so high, however, these are higher than results by a method of bag of features (visual words). Indexes from sensitivity and specificity show low values, however, we obtained results that randomly select condition as negative examples is better in 10 upper wafers prediction. For 20 upper wafers prediction, the differences of negative examples are not seen as an obvious tendency. It implies that 20 wafers sampling is over to perform the prediction task, and it includes unappreciate examples as positive examples. From different negative samplings, A randomly selection way is better than an extraction way from one specific wafer. Although sampling of one specific wafer leads the underperformance of the network, the system can utilized the image features for each layer have an inherent property even we can’t see image features by an appearance of an sub-image.

For further improvement, we are planning to introduce not only pixel intensities of sub-image of a wafer but physical properties of a wafer as input of neural networks.
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